
 
 

 
 

Galilean Nights Event ID: gn280 
 
Number of telescopes: 3teescope &3binoculars 
Number of organisers: 10 
Number of attendees: 150-200 
Event photos: http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_wqnDgkZHhxI/SurglFJLh-I/AAAAAAAAAEI/fINYPC6VX4w/s1600-
h/DSC01889.JPG 
 
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_wqnDgkZHhxI/Surf7sTEbfI/AAAAAAAAAEA/23eQiPvGQiU/s1600-
h/DSC01892.JPG 
 
 
Event Report: 
IN THE NAME OF GOD.Astronomical Society of MEYBOD IN the International Year of Astronomy2009 and 
in continu project 100 hours Astronomy cooperation with the Astronomy Department, meybod Islamic Azad 
University with successfully was held.  The days Thursday 22 October and Friday 23 October 2009 action to 
be held public program nightsGalileo.Interests that people faced. 
   Astronomical Society of meybod introduce astronomy and especially young people was established priority 
to work to organize training classes and general observation established that the Galileo program nights as a 
global program could be interested in this field for the location to continue in this field watershed is not knew. 
Grqth decision in the same order as the program in Naryn castle set that had a place in history Vshnakhth 
forward the history identity illusion This new knowledge is our persistent foot Legacy again to live. 
First Night Nights program Galileo -22 October - was welcomed by people and people with 10:30 until the 
time night program was finished she had observed the planet Jupiter and the sky, but the second night due 
to bad weather program and inappropriate sky's people was less than expected but we had more. 
That program content meybod nights Galileo was the first part of the educational program was to know why 
people are present and the reason is the International Year of Astronomy program and delusion are familiar 
with basic concepts of astronomy until come to know what are the optics Posts browsing and briefly to the 
introduction of the solar system was expressed. Working Group II was the main part of the Observation 
equipment section includes a 10-inch telescope go to, both 6 and 8-inch telescope was. In the third part of 
practical knowledge with the fans with sky constellation and the moon and the planet Jupiter were familiar 
with the practical two binocular 25x100 and 15x70 was run. In fourth order to be able to more lasting 
astronomical delivery Solar System posters  
  Them to interested was asked to present their views to improve future programs must help us. Our program 
was held on for two nights because of bad weather the third day of being canceled.  
You said the 5000 year old castle holding Naryn meybod nights Galileo was interesting and attractive. 
The end must be a member of the Astronomy Department University meybod we run the best programs have 
helped thank. 
 
seyyed asadallah emami meybodi 
Responsible for the Astronomical Society of meybod 
Best wishes, 
 
thanks 
 
 


